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Motivation 

● Create a food/non-food dataset so that Kenyan food/non-
food classifiers that can detect Kenyan food 

● Create a food type dataset to recognize Kenyan food 
types 

● Using the metadata in social Instagram post for creating 
multimodal classifiers 

● Why is our food type detection method that also 
incorporate the information from the caption is interesting 
and superior to other methods? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We created the dataset with the following objectives in mind;First, to publish one that will be publicly available and can be used for the task of Kenyan food recognition.Secondly, to allow us create a model to detect images of Kenyan food. Due to a dietary culture that is distinct from Western countries, we could not simply apply previously developed food type detectors on Kenyan Instagram postsWe further hope that the dataset will be used to incorporate African Scenarios in research and as a result strengthen learning systems that would otherwise be underminedIncorporation of captions on the dataset was to help with the categorization of the three food types that are difficult to identify/classify by using image content onlyWe believe our dataset creation method can help other researchers like social scientists to assess the utility of social media data for studying diets and attitudes towards foods in Kenya. Additionally, the methodology can be used to produce large-scale datasets that can be used to study food trends on Instagram.



Introduction 
● We propose Scrape-by-Location system and Scrape-by-Keywords system to 

collect two datasets: Kenyan104K and KenyanFood13. 
● We propose a food/non-food classifiers trained on Kenyan104K: KenyanFC 

and a multimodal food type classifier trained on KenyanFood13: KenyanFTR. 
● We apply our techniques to millions of Instagram posts and analyze food 

pattern in Kenya.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Summary our contributions are as follows:We propose two systems for collecting Instagram posts, a Scrape-by-Location system and a Scrape-by-Keywords system to collect posts about Kenyan foods uploaded in Kenya and elsewhere.We used our scraping systems to collect millions of Instagram images and their captions, and then devised methods to filter these posts in order to create two datasets. Our multimodal dataset, Kenya104K, can be applied to train machine learning systems to detect Kenyan foods in images. Our Kenyan food type dataset, KenyanFood13, contains 13 types of popular and representative Kenyan foods.We propose a multimodal deep learning model, KenyanFTR, that interprets feature vectors, which in combination represent food images and their corresponding captions, to predict the type of Kenyan food shown in an image. We also make a classifier, KenyanFC, available that is trained to distinguish food (both Kenyan and non-specific food) from non-food images.We applied our techniques to the millions of Instagram posts we collected across Kenya over a period of 20 days to give an example of the kind of analysis social scientists may conduct with our tools.



Related Work 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We derived inspiration and lessons from published work like;FCD - (a Food/non-food dataset) that dealt with issues like recognition of a food item in an image, the problem of food/non-food classification, and showed that CNN, which is the state of the art technique for general object classification, can perform accurately for this problem. We adopted a relatively similar approach for the dataset by building ours and using already existing ones.ETHZ-Food101 (A Food type dataset) : A popular food type dataset with includes 101 classes of foods and totally 1,000 images for each class which was part of the outcome of the problem of automatically recognizing pictured dishes. UEC100 (A food type dataset): includes 100 classes of foods and 9,060 food images in total that was built to implement a practical food recognition system which is intend to be used in JapanFood500 (A food type dataset) : contains 500 classes of food and 150,000 food images in total used to train used to build a system for food recognition from pictures snapped on their phone in two different scenarios



Proposed Scrape-by-Keyword System 

● 38 initial keywords 
● 40,000 initial images 
● Manually removed non-food 

images 
● Finally ended up with 30K 

Kenyan foods 
● Merge keywords with 

duplicate meaning 
● For each post we 

downloaded the: 
○ Image primary key, 
○ Image(s) and Image 

URL(s) 
○ Caption (if exists) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Scrape-by-Keywords Using a list of 38 names of common Kenyan foods we used the keyword searching module of the Instagram Scraping API to search for Instagram posts that included at least one of these food names in their image captions. This process yielded ~ 40,000 imagesWe manually inspected and filtered out about 10,000 images that did not include any food. Our scrape-by-keywords process thus resulted in about 30,000 Kenyan food images and their caption



Proposed Scrape-by-Location System 
● We defined a set of rectangular regions 

on Kenya 
● For each point on the grid, we 

searched all nearby locations 
registered on Instagram for 20 days  

● We retrieved the recent posts of each 
location ID 

● For each post we downloaded the: 
○ Image primary key, 
○ Location ID 
○ Image(s) and Image URL(s) 
○ Caption (if exists) 
○ Latitude and longitude of the 

location 

A total of 3.56M images 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scrape-by-Location system We defined a set of rectangular regions on the map of Kenya (red boxes in Fig. 3) to cover its territory and then defined a grid within these regions. For each point on the grid we searched all nearby locations registered on Instagram using the location searching module of the Instagram Scraping API. We recorded the identifier (ID) of each retrieved location. Using the ID, we then applied the Instagram post searching module of the API to retrieve recent posts that had been uploaded from the location with that ID. For each post, we downloaded as much information as available. This included the primary key, ID, image(s), 3 URL(s), and potentially caption, and latitude and longitude of the location. We applied our scrape-by-location system for 20 days, spanning March 7 to March 27, 2019, and retrieved 2.7 million Instagram posts. The posts contained a total of 3.56 million images, many with captions.



Kenyan Food/Non-Food Dataset (Kenya104K ) 
● Kenyan104K has 52K food and 

52K non-food images 
● Adapted for classifying Kenyan 

food/non-food images 
● Consists of 30,000 non-food 

images collected by our Scrape-by-
Location method and 30,000 food 
images by our Scrape-by-Keyword 
system, both with manual 
inspection, along with 9,658 food 
images from Instagram Food 
Dataset (IFD) and 53,527 food and 
non-food images from FCD 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kenya104K can be used to train machine learning systems to detect Kenyan foods in images. It contains 52,000 food images and 52,000 non-food images.In order to automate the process of food and no-food classification, we first assigned the 30,000 images retrieved by our scrape-by-keywords system to the class of food images. We also use 30,000 non-food images from our scrape-by-location collection, which we selected manually. We then combine them with 9,658 images from the Instagram Food Dataset (IFD) and 53,572 images from FCD (food and non-food). Then, we trained a food/non-food detector that detects the food images collected from Kenya. By applying the trained food detector, we initially detected about 70,000 food images and after manual inspection, we ended up with 52,000 food images. To create negative samples, we added 52,000 manually inspected random samples from the images collected by “scraping-by-location.” To develop our classifier KenyanFC, which can distinguish between food and non-food content in images, we fine-tuned ResNeXt101, pre-trained on ImageNet dataset , with a merged dataset containing FCD, Food-5K , as well as our own food/non-food dataset KenyanFood104k. The number of nodes of the output layer of ResNeXt101 was changed to two to adapt to the food/non-food classification task.



Kenyan Food Type Dataset 
● 13 food types 
● ~629 images per class 
● 8,174 images in total 
● Created from an initial pool of 30K 

images retrieved by Scrape-by-Keyword 
methodology where “keywords” were 
popular Kenyan foods. 

● Only 15 of the initial 38 Kenyan foods 
had more than 500 images in 
Instagram. 

● There is no guarantee that images of a 
hashtag would contain the specific food 

→ We performed expert manual inspection for finalizing the food type dataset 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KenyanFood13 : It has 13 classes, ~629 image per class and a total of 8,174 images that can be used to train model to categorise 13 main Kenyan foods.It was created after the analysis of the ∼30,000 images that we collected with our scrape-by-keywords system.We noticed that the number of images per food type differed significantly.for instance, we collected 9,142 images of bhaji, but only 316 images of mukimo. Only 15 of the 38 food types were represented by more than 500 images. Moreover, there is no guarantee that the images downloaded by the scrape-by-keywords system actually include the types of food that their captions mention. Considering these issues, we decided to reduce the dataset to only 13 classes, where each class has at least 200 samples. We manually inspected each remaining image to ensure that it is a photograph of the food type that it was assigned to. This process resulted in 8,174 images in 13 food type classes. To develop a classifier that can distinguish among 13 Kenyan food types, we propose a feature fusion model that extracts features from each image and its corresponding caption. e 



Architecture of Food Type Recognition 

● We use BERT to extract feature vectors 

 from image captions (length: 768) 

● Image feature vector is created by 

ResNext101 (length: 2,048) 

● Pretrained on ImageNet dataset 

 

 
→ Eventually, we concatenate the language and image feature vectors 
using a fully connected network with 10K neurons and then pass it to  
an output layer with 13 classes. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our food type recognition model uses the BERT language model to extract features from the Instagram image captions and fuses these features with the image features extracted by ResNext101. We passed each input token --the words in the caption-- through three embedding layers (token embedding, segment embedding, and position embedding) and these three embedding representations are summed element-wise to produce a single input representation. The input representation is passed to the encoder layer of BERT, and we used the outputs as features representing text.To represent the image, we applied the ResNeXt101 model pre-trained on ImageNet and extracted a feature vector from the last hidden layer. After we extracted features from both BERT and ResNeXt101, we concatenated the two feature vectors into a new vector followed by a hidden layer with 10,000 neurons and an output layer with 13 classes.



Kenyan Food Type Recognition with/without Text 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By comparing confusion matrix between two models trained with and without captions, we may observe that the information brought by captions helped significantly in reducing the occurrence of misclassification.For example, “kachumbari” and “sukuma wiki” are very likely to be recognized as "ugali" since they are always served and eaten together and so they frequently appear together in the images, which may confuse the model during the training process.  After including the captions into the training process, the misclassification rate of "kachumbari" and "sukuma wiki" with respect to "ugali" decreased significantly.Also, the misclassification rate between "kuku choma" and "nyama choma" was significant simply because they look similar, but after including the captions along with the images, the misclassification rate dropped significantly.



Some Preliminary Results on KenyanFood13 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Compared to GPT, the largest difference and improvement of BERT is to make training bi-directional. The model learns to predict both context on the left and right. We conducted ablation studies with models that take as input only images or only text. For the former, we fine-tuned a ResNeXt101 (pre-trained on ImageNet) only with the images of KenyanFood13 and evaluated its performance, while for the latter, we fine-tuned a pre-trained BERT-based model using only the captions of KenyanFood13. Finally, we compared their performance with our KenyanFTR model, which takes both images and text as input. The gain of accuracy in using both image and text modalities is significant -- the additional use of text improves the top-1 accuracy result by more than 9 percent points, while the additional use of the image improves the top-1 accuracy by 30 percent points.We also conducted ablation study on the image feature extractor and the table of results shows that ResNeXt101 is the best image feature extractor for our KenyanFTR model.



Non-food detected as food 

Food detected as non-food 
 

Misclassifications when Trained on FCD and Tested 
on Kenyan104K 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Images correctly classified by a model trained on Kenya104K but misclassified by a model trained on FCD.Images with portrait of Kenyan people or Kenyan food are not familiar to the model trained on FCD. Shows that necessity of having a more diverse dataset when researching the food pattern in a new region.



Most Confused Classes in KenyanFood13 

● Computed the feature vector by chopping the last layer of a ResNet50 
● Computed the L2 distance between each pair of feature vectors 
● For example, Githeri and Matoke are visually very similar hence the L2 

distance of their feature vectors are the smallest 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For every image in each class, we computed the L2 distance of the feature vector at the last layer of a raw ResNet50 model to all other images not belonging to the current food type and found the pair of images with the smallest distance. We then found that Githeri vs. Matoke, as well as Bhaji vs. Mukimo, are two pairs of similar classes in our KenyanFood13 dataset, due to their visual similarity.



Thank You 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are some interesting first eye look findings from this wordcloud? (e.g. chocolate and cake)We may find that keywords published along with food images are always consisting of positive words such as “love”, “life”, “happy” and “thank”, which reveals that food is a representation of love and life ardour for people in Kenya. They passionate about sharing their diets to create compathy and strengthen emotional bonds with others.
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